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Presenter
Presentation Notes
• INTRODUCTION• Thank you Phil• Good afternoon, thank you all of coming• We’re really lucky to have a great panel of 6 folks who representing some of the most  important policy initiatives addressing the problem of supply chain deforestation.  • So I’m only going to  make a few brief introductory remarks so that we can get to the main event as quickly as possible• OUTLINE OF MY TALK• I’m going to talk about three things #1. First, to set the stage, I’m going to provide some very brief background on• the problem we’re discussing – reducing deforestation in commodity supply chains and• the spectrum of policy responses that are being used to address it#2. Next, I’ll briefly plug some related RFF research#3. Finally, I’ll briefly introduce the panelists• LOGISTICS AFTER MY TALK• After my introductory remarks, each panelist will have 8 minutes to talk about the initiatives they are leading• And after that, we should have 15-20 minutes for discussion and Q&A• For folks joining us on the web, tweet your questions and include hashtag askrff
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Tropical deforestation remains a serious problem

• 2005-2014: 10 million hectares per year

• Environmental impacts
‒ Biodiversity loss

‒ Climate change

‒ Soil erosion

‒ Loss of hydrological services

Indiana

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• OK, so let me start by saying a few words about the problem of deforestation in commodity supply chains• Tropical forest loss• As you know, despite some progress in some areas of the world, deforestation, and in particular tropical deforestation, remains an urgent problem• According to the GFW • In each year of the  past decade (between 2005-2014 to be precise)• About 10 million hectares of tropical forest were lost• That’s roughly the area of the state of Indiana each year• Global and local environmental effects• This forest loss, along with forest degradation, has all sort of nasty environmental consequences both at the global scale, and the local scale• At the global scale, forest loss and degradation are leading causes of • climate change• biodiversity loss• At the local scale, they contribute to • soil erosion• loss of hydrological services• loss of other valuable ecosystem services
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Leading driver: commercial agriculture

• 71% of  tropical deforestation due to commercial 
agriculture (2000-2014)

• The ‘big four’

Soy Wood products

Palm oil Cattle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• What is causing all this forest loss?• There now is a consensus that agriculture, and in particular commercial agriculture, is the most important driver of tropical deforestation• Statistics. A 2014 Forest Trends Report found that between 2000-2014• 71% of tropical deforestation was due to commercial agriculture• There also is a consensus that four agricultural commodities—known as the “big four” are principally responsible for this tropical deforestation. They are• Soy• Wood products (timber, pulp and paper)• Palm oil• Beef• These four commodities are ubiquitous. In some fashion, they find their way into huge number of consumer products
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The big four are everywhere!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• Some of you may have seen a March 13 Washington Post article by Allie Goldstein of Forest Trends that appeared in the Sunday Outlook section. It was titled “Almost Everything You Buy From Cereal to Mascara, is Killing the Rainforest.”• I’ve never met Allie, but she was on our RSVP list, so she may be here today. In which case I want to thank her for providing a neat anecdote to motivate our panel discussion here today. • Anyway, for a few weeks, Allie decided to try to restrict her consumption to items that did not have any of the big four commodities tied to deforestation• She found it really difficult because practically everything does• Among other things she had to stop buying stuff with• Cardboard packaging • Most animal products, because most animals are fed soy-based products• Lots and lots of different things that have palm oil, including• Foods• Makeup• Hand lotion • Detergents
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Policy options: local regulation is challenging

• Lack of political will

• Weak institutions

• Monitoring and enforcement costly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• OK, so what can be done about this problem?• The seemingly most straight approach to stemming supply chain deforestation would be for local regulatory institutions to deal with the problem• Indeed, most tropical countries have on the books regulations aimed at stemming land use and land cover change regulations• The problem. The problem, of course, is monitoring and enforcement those regulations, which is problematic for a variety of well-known reasons including• Political will. Lack of political will for stringent enforcement, due in part to a need to prioritize economic development in order to alleviate poverty• Weak institutions. Weak regulatory institutions that tend to be undermanned and underfunded• M&E. The problem of monitoring thousands of often small-scale producers
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Policy options: demand-side strategies

• Eco-certification

• Corporate commitments

• Public-private partnerships

• Moratoria

• Public-sector interventions

• Consumer activism

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• Given these constraints, attention has increasingly turned to so-called demand-side policy interventions• these are interventions spearheaded by the actors that demand commodities associated with deforestation, including Countries, Companies, and Consumers.• These are the types of interventions that our panelists will be discussing here today.• Eco-certification • which entails an NGO or multi-stakeholder group setting environmental criteria, and then certifying that a producer that meet those criteria• Voluntary corporate commitments • which entails companies setting self-defined environmental goals, and then committing to meeting them• Public-private partnerships • that as the name indicates, are partnerships of public- and private-sector stakeholders that promote actions aimed at stemming deforestation• Moratoria • that entails companies committing to not trade with producers associated with deforestation• Public-sector interventions • that include laws like the US Lacy act that prohibits the import of illegally harvested wood• Consumer activism • that entails an NGO organizing boycott or advertising campaigns• So as I said, our panelists are going to be describing demand-side interventions in which they are involved, and perhaps telling us about the challenges and opportunities of using those interventions.• Before I introduce them, however, I’d like to very briefly put in a plug for research we’re conducting here at RFF on these types of interventions
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RFF Research: Policy impacts

• FSC forest certification
‒ Mexico

‒ Guatemala

• Coffee certification
‒ Costa Rica

‒ Colombia

• Titling indigenous communities
‒ Peru

‒ Brazil, Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• Broad theme of research we’re doing here is • rigorously evaluate the impact of these and other types of interventions aimed at stemming deforestation. • I’ll just mention three strands of research• All of this research is joint with a variety of collaborators, and I’ve included logos of their host institutions on this slide #1. FSC certification in Mexico and Guatemala We are using fine-scale data on deforestation from satellite images to evaluate the effect of FSC certification on deforestation in Mexico and Guatemala.#2. Coffee certification in Costa Rica and ColombiaWe are using farm-level survey data to evaluate the environmental effects of organic coffee certification in CR and Colombia#3. Titling indigenous communities in Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador and Peru  Finally, we are using fine-scale data on deforestation from satellite images the effect on deforestation of providing indigenous communities with formal legal title to forests. We have studies in Peru, Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador and Brazil• If you are interested in hearing more about any of this work, please check our website or contact me by email or phone.
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RFF’s web-tools for forest conservation policy

Forest Conservation Targeting Tool Forest Conservation Evaluation Tool

Public launch: Summer 2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• Web tools for forest conservation policy• Finally, for NASA, we’re developing a freely available web-based tools for forest conservation policy, including one that enables users to rigorously evaluate the effects of policies.• These tools will be publically launched this summer



Introductions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
• OK, finally, on to the main event, which is our panel.• We’re extremely lucky to have these folks, who are all quite accomplished• I could easily use all of our remaining time introducing them.• But in order to give them time to actually talk, I’m just going to very briefly introduce them all at one, and let you refer to the biographies that we’ve printed out for more information• I’ll introduce them in the order in which they’ll speak. 
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